Small Blasting Systems
PO Box 1138, Paradise, CA 95967 USA Phone: (775) 525-1551 Skype:SierraBlaster www.SierraBlaster.com

User Manual
General:
Additional instruction and safety information is available in video form at www.SierraBlaster.com. Our
non-internet customers may request these additional resources to be sent in DVD format through the mail by
contacting SierraBlaster via the information provided in the header above.

Legal:
SierraBlaster has a Federal exemption through the ATF so no Federal Explosive License is required to
purchase, posses, or use any SierraBlaster System or Cartridges. However, this does not mean you can blast
whatever, whenever and wherever you please. You must make sure you comply with any State and Local
ordinances. Some jurisdictions may require a blasting permit or license.
It is your responsibility to keep the Cartridges and Boosters away from persons under the age of 18.

Responsibility:
You must make sure you have permission to blast: Do not damage the property of other people by
destroying boulders/concrete on private land.

Danger:
Before using the SierraBlaster check with all local authorities for any license or permit requirements.
Make sure you understand all directions before using your SierraBlaster.
Never operate your SierraBlaster while under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Only use official SierraBlaster 375 Magnum Cartridges and 375 Magnum Boosters.
Operators and bystanders must wear eye protection at all times when using the SierraBlaster.
Only use the SierraBlaster in well ventilated areas.
Dust caused from drilling can be hazardous to your health. If necessary, wear an appropriate dust mask or
respirator.
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The SierraBlaster has electrical components that may provide harmful or
fatal shocks if not used properly.
Never use damaged equipment. It is important to inspect the SierraBlaster
System before each blast. Never use any Blast Cables, Cords, or Triggers
with exposed wires. Never use any Blast Head missing the Rubber Ring (2)
or the Blast Cord Insulators (1).
Although flyrock is not generally a problem, SierraBlaster recommends that
you cover blast heads with a carpet scrap or similar heavy mat to protect
yourself, others, and property.
Although unlikely, the SierraBlaster can start a fire. Make sure you have
appropriate fire suppressing equipment.
If blasting in a mine or cave, make sure it is
structurally sound.
Never use an Aluminum (red) Blasting Head
without a rock or other weight on top.
Aluminum Heads are only to be used in the
vertical or near vertical position with a rock
or other weight on top.
NEVER STAND THE SIERRABLASTER
BLAST HEAD WITH THE BLAST ROD
POINTING UP. YOU CAN TRIP AND
FALL ON THE BLAST ROD
PUNCTURING YOUR BODY CAUSING
SERIOUS INJURY AND/OR DEATH.

SierraBlaster System Components:
1. Convenient Duffle Bag
2. Trigger
3. Blast Cable
4. Distributor
5. Blast Cord (One per Blast Head)
6. Tether (One per Blast Head)
7. Blast Head
8. Stainless Anchor
9. 6 in 1 Tool
10. Air Pump
11. Tapcon® Screws
12. SierraTuffTM and CheetahTM Drills
13. SierraBlaster 375 Magnum
Cartridges and Boosters (sold
separately)
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Technical overview:
The SierraBlaster is a propellent based rock fracturing cartridge with a completely inert ignition
system. The inert igniter is electrically initiated creating a very powerful ionization effect that initiates the
propellent. This ignition system is much safer than other pyrogen or percussion (primer) based initiation
systems aiding in the superior safety of the SierraBlaster. Another safety feature is the method in which the
powerful propellent utilized in both the 375 Magnum Cartridge and the 375 Magnum Booster Charge takes
advantage of a synergistic loop and is thus basically self-regulating. The synergistic loop is as follows: 1.
The propellent burns creating pressure. 2. The pressure allows the propellent to burn faster creating more
pressure. 3. The additional pressure generated allows the propellent to burn even faster and so on. Once the
containing vessel ruptures, the loop is instantly ended so generally no excessive pressure is generated. In
other words, the pressure the propellent generates is limited by the containment ability of the containing
vessel (cartridge tube or rock or concrete). This is how the cartridge can be used on such a wide range of
material and can fracture car sized boulders as well as much smaller rocks without sending flyrock
everywhere. The harder the material, the better it breaks.
This synergistic loop is essential for the self-regulation of power and is responsible for a large part of
the safety of the SierraBlaster System. However, this loop has its disadvantages. Material that is too soft
and/or has many fractures will not allow the cartridge to generate enough pressure to fracture the material.
Conveniently, material that is this soft or fractured is usually easily broken up by a largesledge hammer or a
rotohammer with a chisel tip. If attempting to break soft or fractured rock, it is important to add water to the
borehole to fill any voids that may be present.

Step by Step Instructions:
1. Verifying the Power Supply is Adequate:
•

Each Blast Head generally needs at least 200 watts at 110 volts. Do not use more than 10 Blast
Heads (2000 Watts) at one time. If longer segments of Blast Cables are to be used, adhere to the
following chart.
Blast Cable Length
Watts Per Head
Maximum Heads
40'-50'

200

10

51'-200'

250

8

200'-300'

300

6

400'-500'

400
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2. Placing the Anchor:
• Selecting the location for the Anchor is important. Make sure that the material you are fastening
the Anchor to is not the portion that will roll down a hill. You can attach the Anchor onto the
material you are blasting or onto something nearby. Sometimes it is convenient to attach the
Anchor to a bowling ball sized rock and use it as a mobile weight to move from blast to blast.
(This is not recommended for blasting on hillsides).
• Drill a 1.25” deep hole using the 5mm SierraTuff drill included with your kit.
• Place the included Tapcon® masonry screw through the small hole in the Anchor.
• With the included 6 in 1 tool, using the larger nut driver, screw the masonry screw and
Anchor into the 5mm hole.
• If blasting inverted, make sure the Anchor is far enough away that the adjustable elastic
tether can provide tension on the Blast Head holding it in the inverted position.
• It may be desirable to use more than one Anchor, especially if some Blast Heads will be in
the inverted position.
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3. Drilling the Borehole:
• Determine how many Blast Heads you will be using per blast and drill the holes using 10mm
SierraBlaster SierraTuff or Cheetah drills. To determine the depth of the borehole decide whether
you will be blasting dry or wet. Note: See the section “Helpful Tips” for more about drilling.
• Holes may be drilled in any configuration and position (Vertical, Horizontal, Inverted).
• Dry and Wet: The Blast Rod should have 5” minimum embedment into the rock/concrete for all
blasts. For example: Drill a minimum of an 8” deep hole for blasting with only the Cartridge,
drill a minimum of 10” for a Cartridge and one Booster and 12” for a Cartridge with two
boosters. These are the minimum hole depths for blasting dry or wet. IT IS ALWAYS
BETTER TO EMBED AS MUCH OF THE ROD AS POSSIBLE. In the case of wet
blasting, drilling to a depth of 2/3 the material thickness is preferred if possible. If the material is
very thick then just make sure most of the rod is embedded into the material. If drilling in thin
material make sure not to drill more than 3/4 through the material as it may result in the blast just
blowing out the bottom. (Refer to the chart located on this page).
• Dry: Blasting dry with no water added to the borehole is not as effective or convenient as
blasting wet with water added to the borehole. However, this procedure is important to know
because dry blasting is the only option for any inverted blasting.
• Drill to the appropriate depth making sure that the hole is not too deep. When blasting dry it
is crucial that there is no air gap at the bottom of the borehole. The bottom of the Cartridge or
Booster must be directly against the bottom of the borehole. Therefore, you must not drill
the borehole too deep. Dust also constitutes an air gap. Although SierraBlaster drills leave
much less dust in the hole than other brands, you must use the supplied air pump to remove
dust from the hole.
• Wet: Since SierraBlaster Cartridges and Boosters are extremely water resistant you may blast
with water added to the borehole. It is recommended to blast this way for multiple reasons.
Water is incompressible and aids in filling any voids that may create an air gap. Adding water
also helps containment for the synergistic loop to work more effectively while quieting the blast.
Its about as close as you can get to free power.
Another great advantage to blasting wet is that
you do not need to spend the time to blow out any
dust generated from drilling and since the
Cartridge or Booster does not need to lie on the
bottom of the borehole you can drill much deeper
holes such as 24” or 40” thus increasing the
splitting plane. Blasting wet is more effective,
easier, faster, and quieter. To blast wet simply
add water to the borehole after drilling and before
inserting the Boosters and Cartridge. You can “top
off” the hole by pouring a bit of water after
inserting the Boosters and Cartridge. Note:
Boosters will still work when blasting wet.
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4. Important Rule:
• When the time comes to load the boreholes, hook
up the electrical and blast, only one person should
perform these operations. This same person is
responsible for making sure the blast area is safe
and free of persons before blasting. This rule is
very important to avoid any premature blasts.
5. Setting Boosters:
• Place any boosters into the borehole first and
make sure the holes are deep enough. You may
use up to two boosters per borehole. If blasting
wet the boosters float so they will always be in
contact with the Cartridge. If blasting dry the hole
depth will ensure the Boosters are in contact with
the Cartridge. Note: Many times it is desirable to
place a booster in the borehole and push it in with
the rod or a drill bit that is not hot. Then place the
second booster in the borehole and push it down
as well. It will then be easier to place the loaded
blast rod into the borehole.
6. Setting the Cartridge:
• Place the end of the Blast Cord with the two push
terminals into the Blast Head. (Figure 1)
• Remove the Cartridge from its box and remove
the black plastic tubing that prevents the lead
wires from getting tangled.
• Place the wired end of the cartridge on the tip of
the Blast Rod taking care that the wire ends up in
the wider portion of the slot in the Blast Rod.
(Figure 2)
• Straighten the lead wires by pinching the wire
with the fingers of one hand then slide them along
the wire. (Figure 3)
• Depress the push terminals while inserting the
bare stripped ends of the wire leads. One wire
goes to each terminal, polarity does not matter.
(Figure 4)
• Swivel the Blast Shield into place over the push
terminals.
• Starting at the cartridge end of the Blast Rod,
insert the lead wire into the slot by simply running
your finger along the slot in the rod. (figure 5)
• Now your Cartridge and Blast Rod are ready to be
inserted into the borehole.
• REMEMBER TO NOT SET THE BLAST HEAD
DOWN WITH THE ROD POINTING UP.
NEVER LEAVE THE BLAST ROD POINTING
UP.
• Repeat this process for each blast head.
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7.

8.
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•
•

Unplug the Trigger from the power supply.
Disconnect the Trigger from the Blast Cable. Remember that this is a twist lock connection so
the silver tab must be disengaged to disconnect (Figure 9). It is a good idea to take the Trigger
with you to the blast area to ensure that the system cannot be activated
• Disconnect the Blast Cable from the Distributor. Again, make sure you disengage the locking
mechanism on the twist lock connector by sliding the metal tab back before rotating the
connector (Figure 9).
9. Removal of Blast Heads:
• If the Blast Heads are not already loose due to ejection or material breakage, simply lift the Blast
Heads in the same manner in which they were placed. Grasp with one hand on each side of the
Head and lift out. Sometimes the Blast Rods can become pinched due to the fracturing of the
blasted material. If this condition arises then twist the head back and forth while pulling.
Considerable force may be required.
• Remember to gather and dispose of the spent Cartridge and Booster casings. The casings float
for easy retrieval in water situations.
10. Wrap up:
• Repeat each step for each successive blast.
• See the section titled “Misfires” for what to do in a misfire situation.
• If some debris form an obstruction in the Blast Rod slot preventing insertion of the Lead Wire,
simply take your 6 in 1 tool and using the small flat screwdriver place it in the slot and move
down the slot away from your body, thus clearing the slot.
• See the section titled “Helpful Tips” for more helpful tips on drilling and blasting.
• Additional instruction and safety information is available in video form at
www.SierraBlaster.com. Our non-internet customers may request these additional resources to
be sent in DVD format through the mail by contacting SierraBlaster via the information provided
in the header on the first page.

Misfires:
In the event that a cartridge does not go off, adhere to the following procedures:
1. Wait one minute before tampering with the blast head.
2. Inspect the connection between the Cartridge Lead Wires and the push terminals. Make sure the bare
portion of the wire has a secure connection with the push terminal. The wire may have come loose or
you may have pushed the wire in too far and the insulation is in contact with the push terminal. If the
connection was not secure or involved the insulation, remedy and try again.
3. If the connection between the Lead Wire and the Push Terminal was as it is supposed to be then
swap Blast Cords and try again. If the cartridge goes off then it is likely that the Blast Cord is
damaged. Discontinue use of the Blast Cord until it can be verified with a continuity test.
4. If the cartridge still does not go off then remove the cartridge from the borehole and blast rod. Wrap
the wire around the cartridge and return it to your dealer for a replacement.
5. Try a new cartridge in the same borehole. This is important if there are uninitiated boosters down in
the borehole.
6. If you cannot remove the cartridge from the borehole then try blasting in the same hole with a new
cartridge on top of the uninitiated cartridge. Only try this step if the rod can be inserted a minimum
of 5” into the borehole. Make sure to cover this blast.
7. If the borehole is not deep enough for step 6 then drill a new hole no closer than two inches to the
old borehole making sure not to intersect the old hole. Blast in this new hole to fracture the material
and retrieve the uninitiated cartridge.

Never Drill a Loaded Borehole to Remove Cartridges and Boosters!
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Proper Defective Cartridge and Booster Disposal:
You may return the defective cartridge to your dealer for a replacement. All SierraBlaster Cartridges are
guaranteed for 100% initiation.
If you don't have a local dealer to warranty cartridges, check with your local authorities for the proper
disposal location and method (usually by burning in a fire). If disposal is done by fire, cut the wire off and
discard the wire before burning the cartridge.
Contact SierraBlaster before your next order for cartridge replacement.

Helpful Tips:
1. Drilling:
• SierraBlaster offers two different styles of bits. They are the SierraTuff and the Cheetah. The
SierraTuff is a great all-around bit and can be used on all materials. The Cheetah, as its name
implies, is usually much faster than normal bits in certain materials such as concrete, granite,
andesite and similar materials. The Cheetah is not good for hard materials such as quartz.
• Use a hammer drill designed for SDS+ bits. An SDS Max with an adapter to SDS+ will drill
slower.
• Use light pressure when drilling. Pressing down hard will greatly increase the heat and the drill
bits will not last. HEAT IS THE DESTROYER OF DRILL BITS.
• Swap bits often to keep the heat down and drastically increase the drill bit life, especially in hard
to drill materials such as quartz.
• SierraBlaster sells drill bits of differing lengths to encourage bit swapping. Shorter bits are much
easier to use for starting holes. Shorter bits are also much less expensive so it is smart to spread
the bit wear out over the less expensive bits by starting with the shortest bit and switching to
longer bits as needed for the desired hole depth.
• If your bit turns blue, you have caused it to overheat.
• Do not use water to cool the bit while drilling. The water will mix with the rock dust generated
and create a cement/clay material that will stop the bit from turning. It may even be impossible to
remove the bit from the hole. If drilling completely submerged this is not a problem.
• Do not dip a hot bit into water periodically to cool the bit. The carbide tips do not handle rapid
cooling well. The repeated temperature shock will damage the bit.
2. Fracturing:
• As mentioned in the step by step instructions, it is
possible with wet blasting to drill a hole that is much
deeper than the total length of the Blast Rod,
Cartridge, and Booster(s). It is beneficial to drill the
hole 1/2 to about 2/3 through the material to be
broken.
• Do not drill too deep because the blast may only
“blowout” the bottom of the material.
• You can place the boreholes in a line to direct where
the material will crack (slice) or you can drill in a
pattern to “dice” the material (Figure 10).
• Figure 10 shows a simple example of a hole pattern to
“dice” the material. The dimension between the
boreholes “B” should be equal to the dimension from the borehole to the exterior of the material
“A”. With experience you will learn what distance “A” and “B” can be for a successful blast.
Materials with a strong grain structure may not split in the desired locations and manner.
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Safety Review:
1. Always use your head and think every blast through thoroughly.
2. Always use the proper safety equipment such as: Safety Glasses, Gloves, Ear Plugs, Dust Mask, and
Hard Hat.
3. Inspect all equipment before each blast. Never use damaged equipment such as Blast Heads that are
missing the rubber ring (2) or the red insulating connectors (1) or Blast Cords and Blast Cables with
exposed wires.
4. Inspect the blast area and look for potential safety issues such as nearby structures, roads, foot paths,
and fire danger. If blasting on a hillside make sure nothing will roll down the hill and cause safety
issues. Always stand to the side or above the blast area.
5. Everyone can drill holes, but, only one person sets the heads and connects the electrical components
as they work their way from the heads to the trigger. That same person is responsible for making
sure the blast area is clear of personnel before blasting.
6. Do not plug the Trigger into the power supply until everyone is clear of the blast area. The operator
should be the closest person to the blast area at no less than 45'. (The extent of the blue Blast Cable).
7. Between each blast the Trigger should be unplugged from the power source, the Blast Cable should
be unplugged from the Trigger and the Blast Cable should be unplugged from the Distributor (both
ends of the Blast Cable should be disconnected). It is a good idea to take the Trigger with you to the
blast area so that you are certain no one can activate the Trigger.
8. Do not look down a loaded borehole or position any part of your body above a loaded Blast Head.
9. Do not place the Blast Heads on any surface with the rod pointing up. You can trip and be punctured
by the rod. THIS IS THE SINGLE MOST DANGEROUS ISSUE FOR POTENTIAL INJURY
AND/OR DEATH.
10. Do not place more than two Boosters per borehole. You may have one Primary Cartridge and two
Boosters per borehole.
11. Tether every Head.
12. The Blast Rod should have 5” minimum embedment into the rock/concrete for all blasts. For
example, drill a minimum of an 8” deep hole for blasting with only the Cartridge, drill a 10.25” deep
hole for a Cartridge and one Booster and a 12.5” hole for a Cartridge with two boosters.
13. It is always better to embed the Blast Rod as far as possible into the material. About 1” away from
the Blast Shield for dry blasting and right up to the blast shield for wet blasting.
14. If possible, always add water to the borehole. This will result in more power, quieter operation, and
will fill any voids for a more effective blast.
15. Stainless Heads may be used in any position.
16. Aluminum (Red) Heads may only be used in the vertical position with a rock or similar weight on
top.
17. Blasting can start a fire so make sure you have the proper means to extinguish a fire.
18. We highly recommend covering the blast area with a piece of carpet or similar material to eliminate
flyrock and muffle sound.
19. Use only in well ventilated areas.

THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING A SIERRABLASTER
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